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Abstract
This paper will be extending the single period stowage decision model presented
by [Yuan, 2017] into a multi-period stowage decision model. The stowage decision
determines how incoming items are distributed and stored across multiple storage
zones. The amount of items that can be picked in any given storage zone is finite
within a single time period. With this constraint, this research attempts to optimize
how items are stored across many zones to meet uncertain demand requirements.
A simulation study will be performed to compare the stowage policies given by
[Yuan, 2017] to see how well they generalize to multi-period model. Using most
of the same base assumptions as presented in [Yuan, 2017], the same sensitivity
analysis is performed on the multi-period model.
Keywords: Stowage Decision, multi-period model, operational research, storage
system, manufacturing flexibility, warehouse management
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Chapter 1
Introduction
As online business environments grow more complex, companies like Amazon rely
on analysis to help inform their decisions that, in the past, have relied heavily on
management intuition. This field of study is called Operations Research and was
originally developed by the U.S. Department of Defense during World War II. Op-
erations Research has replaced managerial intuition in companies and government
agencies to boost performance and reduce risk associated to faulty decision mak-
ing. This paper will explore the simulation and model given in Stowage Decisions in
Multi-Zone Storage Systems [Yuan, 2017] and test how well it does in a multi-period
setting as well as suggest improvements. The key operation decision that is being
analyzed is the stowage decision as it pertains to multi-zone storage systems.
Figure 1.1: Material Flow from a Receive Station to the Multi-Zone Storage System
1
2In the storage system that is being analyzed, new items first arrive at a receiving
station where a decision is made on where to store them. The items are then sorted
and transported to whichever storage zone that they were assigned. When an
order is received, each storage zone is given a portion of the order to fill. Each
portion is then collected at the sortation system where the items are assembled and
then shipped to the customer. Having the proper stowage decision is important
as it determines the inventory profile for each storage zone. This process leads
to being able to determine the optimal way to select items from each zone to fill
the most orders in any given time period. The goal is to store items quickly and
efficiently such that the item distribution amongst all the storage zones which
then allows for flexible and balanced picking workloads. The goal is to prevent,
as much as possible, any storage zone from having demand orders that exceed
their picking capacity and under-utilize the other storage zone’s picking capacity.
This unbalanced workload can lead to the company being unable to meet their
due dates and/or having to spend extra money expediting unfilled orders. Being
able to pick any specific item from multiple zones allows for increased flexibility
and minmizes the congestion problem. Optimally having a perfectly entropic
item storage, where all items are evenly distributed across all zones, would incur
a large overhead cost. The goal is to evaluate and suggest simple policies that
can be performed quickly and efficiently while minimizing this overhead cost and
maximizing order fulfillment.
In this paper will be a literature review in chapter 2, numerical solution to the
max flow problem in chapter 3, the simulation setup in chapter 4, an over view of
policies in chapter 5, the results in chapter 6, and conclusion in chapter 7.
Chapter 2
Literature Review
The most costly part of operating a warehouse is the order picking process. Order
picking is defined as the process by which appropriate amounts of products are re-
trieved from specified storage locations to fulfill customer orders [Chin-Chia J., 2005].
About 50 − 70% of the total operating costs are due to order picking, according to
[Coyle, 1996]. Within each warehouse, it takes time to locate, travel to, retrieve,
and stack each item before shipping it out. This incurs large labor and time costs
[Chao-Hsien P., 2012], especially when dealing with multiple warehouses work-
ing together to fill a piece of a much larger order. Many improvements for the
order picking process focuses on travel time reduction and item storage location
assignment.
Some other problems that occur within a warehouse are when multiple workers
pick items from the same location which inevitably causes congestion [Gu, 2007].
This can also occurs when picking items from multiple warehouses with finite
picking capacities. Order picking has come under increasing scrutiny, as more
companies look to cut costs and improve productivity [de Koster, 2007].
Having a poor warehouse layout can lead to workers having poor performance
due to the stress of not being able to meet quotas, having to work overtime to
meet deadlines, having to wait for other workers to leave an area, and having not
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4enough workers on hand due to high turn over [de Koster, 2006]. This effect can
be observed in a multi-warehouse setting since having poor stowage decisions can
lead to certain warehouses being overworked while others being underutilized
[Yuan, 2017]. Congestion becomes less of a problem if we have items well dis-
tributed in many locations across the inside of the warehouse and among all other
warehouses connected in a multi-zone system.
The more zones or warehouses the specific item is located, the more options for
it to be picked. [Jordan, 1995] state’s that there is an analogy with process flexibility,
”...being able to build different types of products in the same manufacturing plant
or on the same production line at the same time”(pg 577-594). If the item is able to
be stored in multiple zones, then it can be chosen from whichever zone that is most
convenient in reducing operational costs while ensuring that the order is filled on
time. Increasing the flexibility of the warehouse does incur operational costs as
well. In a perfect system, one might imagine that you have items completely and
evenly distributed across every zone. But such a realization might incur high labor
costs since items come into each zone in bulk and then would need to be divided
into many small pieces and assigned to each spot individually or in small groups.
The most popular policies within a single warehouse being used are pick-frequency
class-based storage strategies [Hausman, 1976]. These strategies divide inventory
and locations into classes and then ranks product classes in decreasing order of
pick frequency and then stores them in that order to the location classes nearest
to the in/out point.[Van Nieuwenhuyse, 2007] The Wal-Mart produce distribution
center that was visited as part of this research was currently using a version of this
strategy within a single warehouse. Policy 8 in [Yuan, 2017] attempts to extend this
5strategy to a multi-zone system and analyze the results.
This thesis is based on the paper by [Yuan, 2017], which proposes a single-
period ”heuristic algorithm for a multi-zone system that assigns each product to
a single zone accounting for item affinity, namely the likelihood that two items
will appear in the same order”(pg 5). The paper will not be focusing on what
happens within each warehouse but look into how to efficiently utilize multiple
storage zones which may include: a single building with multiple levels, a single
lot with multiple buildings, multiple lots within a regional zone (neglecting travel
costs between lots).
Policies that perform well in a single period setting may not generalize to multi-
period settings if you take into account that the items that were unfilled the previous
time period will have to be accounted for along with the next period’s demand
order. It is a fair assumption to hypothesize that there could be the possibility that
if the policy does not increase the flexibility of the system fast enough, there could
be an increase in unfilled items rolling over from one period to the next.
The goal of this thesis is to recreate the heuristic algorithm presented in [Yuan, 2017]
to confirm the results and extend it to test these policies in a multi-period setting
and then analyze the results of the multi-period heuristic algorithm.
Chapter 3
The Max Flow Problem
The max flow problem presented in the paper ”Stowage Decisions in Multi-Zone
Storage Systems” is presented as follows:
max
I∑
i=1
J∑
j=1
xi j
s.t.
J∑
j=1
xi j ≤ di ∀i
I∑
i=1
xi j ≤ c j ∀ j
0 ≤ xi j ≤ ai j ∀i, j
where xi j is how many of item i is to be picked from zone j, di is how many of
item i is being demanded, c j is the picking capacity of zone j, and ai j is the total
amount of item i available to be picked from in zone j
This problem can be converted to a linear optimization. The function that is
being maximized can be represented as a 600 variable summation,
I∑
i=1
J∑
j=1
xi j = x11 + x12 + .. + x1 j + x21 + x22 + ... + x2 j + ... + xI1 + xI2 + ... + xIJ
.
6
7The demand constraint condition can be represented in matrix form by:
Xd =

x11 ... x1 j 0 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 0
0 ... 0 x21 ... x2 j 0 ... ... ... ... 0
0 ... 0 ... 0 0 x31 ... x3 j 0 ... 0
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
0 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 0 xI1 ... xIJ

with the demand vectorized as
~d =
[
d1 d2 ... dI
]T
.
Thus the demand constraint is reduced to Xd~1 ≤ ~d, where the dimensions of Xd is
(I) × (I ∗ J).
Similarly the capacity constraint can be turned into matrix form:
Xc =

x11 ... xI1 0 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 0
0 ... 0 x12 ... xI2 0 ... ... ... ... 0
0 ... ... ... ... 0 x13 ... xI3 0 ... 0
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
0 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 0 x1J ... xIJ

with the picking capacity vectorized as
~c =
[
c1 c2 ... cJ
]T
Thus the picking capacity constraint is reduced toXc~1 ≤ ~c, where the dimensions
of Xc is (J) × (I ∗ J).
8Next vertically stack the two constraint matrices into one constraint matrix
equation
X =

x11 ... x1J 0 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 0
0 ... 0 x21 ... x2J 0 ... ... ... ... 0
0 ... 0 ... 0 0 x31 ... x3J 0 ... 0
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
0 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 0 xI1 ... xIJ
x11 ... xI1 0 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 0
0 ... 0 x12 ... xI2 0 ... ... ... ... 0
0 ... ... ... ... 0 x13 ... xI3 0 ... 0
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
0 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 0 x1J ... xIJ

with constraint ~b =
[
~d ~c
]T
finally reducing the constraints to X~1 ≤ ~b, where the
dimension of X is (I + J) × (I ∗ J).
The problem has now be simplified to
max x11 + x12 + .. + x1 j + x21 + x22 + ... + x2 j + ... + xI1 + xI2 + ... + xIJ
s.t. X~1 ≤ ~d
0 ≤ xi j ≤ ai j ∀i, j
and can now be easily solved by python’s scipy.optimize library using linprog.
Chapter 4
Model Framework
The framework of the model used by [Yuan, 2017] evaluated the effectiveness
of each stowage policy by using a single-period, idealized model. [Yuan, 2017]
assumed in each period the multi-zone storage system began empty and a large
number of items will be stowed according to the stowage policy being analyzed.
After the items were stowed, [Yuan, 2017] then simulated multiple single period
demand realizations and then for each demand realization, determined how best
to pick each item to fulfill the order based on the inventory profile created by
the policy. [Yuan, 2017] assumed capacity constraints on how many items can be
picked from each zone within a single period with the objective to meet as much
of the demand as possible. The period of time is assumed to be sufficient to allow
for incoming items to be stowed and adequate resource planning.
[Yuan, 2017]’s simulation evaluates each policy by using a randomly generated
demand realization. [Yuan, 2017]’s lists the major steps in the simulation as:
• Step 1: Generate inventory to be stowed
• Step 2: Assign the inventory to the storage zones for a given stowage policy
• Step 3: Generate a single-period demand realization
• Step 4: Use the inventory to fulfill the demand as much as possible
9
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[Yuan, 2017]’s model assumes:
• A1: 6 Identical storage zones with fixed picking capacity and no spacial
constraint
• A2: 100 different ordered items where the demand rate of item i is given
by the exponential function µi = βeis where i is the index of the item for
i = (0, 1, 2, ..., 99) with s being the shape parameter and β being the scale
parameter.
– Total expected demand is assumed to be 2000 units per time period
– Study item quantities are limited for computational ease
• A3: Demand for each item i follows a Poisson distribution with rate µi
• A4: Amount of inventory stowed is equal to four times its mean demand,
rounded up to the nearest integer.
In extending this model to a multi-period analysis, I will inherit all assumptions
from [Yuan, 2017]’s model with these changes:
• Initial inventory will be 4 times its mean demand, rounded up to the nearest
integer.
• Next incoming inventory, restock, will be equal to the item’s picked in the
previous inventory. This model assumes that the total amount of each item
stored in the warehouse is the desired amount of inventory the company
wants to have on hand. All restock will be stowed according to the same
policy as the initial stowage policy used.
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• The next period’s demand realization will equal the next demand realization
plus any items that were unfilled from the previous period. This assumes
that any items not shipped out in time will be shipped out in the next period.
This model does not place any priority on these items as it is assumed that a
good policy is one that is self-correcting and stable from perturbations in the
number of items demanded.
• The length of each period is equal to how long it takes new inventory to
arrive.
The 8 stowage policies that will be tested are the policies presented in [Yuan, 2017].
They are as quoted:
• Policy 1 (no chain): For each item, a storage zone is randomly selected and the
entire inventory of the item is stowed in the storage zone. This is a base-case
policy where the storage zones do not share common inventory items.
• Policy 2 (3 short chains): Each item has a likelihood of 1/3 to be stowed to
Zone1& 2, 1/3 to Zone3& 4 and 1/3 to Zone5& 6; then the inventory of the item
is divided in half, with half going to each of the two selected zones. With this
policy, each pair of storage zones (Zone1& 2, Zone3& 4 or Zone5& 6) forms a
two-zone chain which allows for the picking capacity to be shared between
the two storage zones within the chain.
• Policy 3 (2 short chains): Each item has a likelihood of 1/2 to be stowed within
Zone1& 2& 3 and 1/2 to be stowed within Zone4& 5& 6; then the inventory
of the item is divided in half and is stowed in two of the three selected zones,
12
randomly chosen from the triplet. With this policy, each triplet of storage
zones (Zone1& 2& 3 or Zone4& 5& 6) forms a three-zone chain.
• Policy 4 (full chain): Each item has a likelihood of 1/6 to be stowed to Zone1&
2, Zone2& 3, Zone3& 4, Zone4& 5, Zone5& 6, and Zone6& 1 respectively; the
inventory of the item is 10 divided in half with half going to each of the two
selected zones. With this policy, all the storage zones are chained in the sense
that the picking capacity of any storage zone can be shared with any other
storage zone through the chaining structure.
• Policy 5 (random pairs): Each item is stowed in a pair of zones that are ran-
domly chosen; that is, each pair is equally likely to be chosen. The inventory
of the item is divided in half with half going to each of the two selected zones.
As there are many items in the system, this policy further connects the storage
zones through the common items stored in two different zones.
• Policy 6 (mixed): The items are divided into two categories randomly; the
first category has 80% of the items and each of the items is stowed according
to policy 1: a storage zone is randomly selected and the entire inventory of
the item is stowed to the storage zone. The second category has 20% of the
items and each item is stowed according to policy 5: the item is stowed in a
pair of zones that are randomly chosen. The inventory of the item is divided
in half with half going to each zone. This is a mixed stowage policy with
less overhead than policies 2, 3, 4 or 5 as only 20% of the items have their
inventory split.
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• Policy 7 (mixed smart): The items are first ranked according to their demand
rates. The items are then divided into two categories. The 80% of the items
with the lowest demand rates are stowed by policy 1 and the remaining 20%
of the items with the highest demand rates are stowed by policy 5. This policy
is similar to Policy 6 but where we segment the items based on their demand
velocity.
• Policy 8 (dynamic balance): Items are first randomly sequenced and then
stowed sequentially according to this sequence; for each item, we select the
storage zone that has the smallest aggregate demand rate and stow the entire
inventory of the item to this zone. We note that with this policy, we require
the knowledge of the aggregate velocity of each storage zone to make the
stowage decision. We compute the velocity for each zone by
∑
i∈A j µi where
A j is an index set for the items that have already been assigned to storage
zone j.
Chapter 5
The Simulation
For the simulation, I choose to code using Python. I constructed 3 files: The main
simulation file, a runner file, and a reader file. The class file contains all the main
components of the simulation, the runner file creates separate instances of the
simulation with different parameters to be tested/simulated, and the reader file
reads and formats the output text file. We use the same parameters as presented in
[Yuan, 2017]. The main libraries used for the simulation are as follows:
• import numpy for mathematical objects such as vectors, matrices etc and
operations on those objects, this is a pretty standard library
• import math to use numbers like e and pi, floor and ceiling functions etc
• import random to randomize elements for the stowage policies
• from scipy.optimize import linprog to solve the max flow problem
The main simulation is constructed as a file to best utilize class variables and be able
to easily enable sensitivity tests as well as utilizing pythons unittest library to write
unit test code to ensure the methods written operate as expected. The initializer
function holds all global variables that can be changed to perform analysis such
as picking capacity, beta and shape parameters, number of demand realizations,
14
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inventory profiles, initialization of empty arrays and more. Each policy is written
separately calling the global information needed for the calculation. The max
flow problem is handled by a separate method and is called for each demand
realization. Finally, the main function is implemented that is used to handle each
policy separately so that in the runner file we can use Python’s multiprocess library
to have all 8 policies tested concurrently. Since each policy is being tested 10000
times, multiprocessing allows us to reduce the time required by a factor of 8. We
also have the thesis class write the output to a comma separated text file.
In [Yuan, 2017], the sensitivity analysis is perfomed on different resource uti-
lization levels (see Figure 6.1), different demand skewness (see Figure 6.2), different
inventory levels (see Figure 6.3). In the runner file, we construct separate methods
for computing each of the tables where Figure 6.1 is the main results of the sim-
ulation In the multi-period approach, we perform the same sensitivity analysis to
measure how the results may have changed.
Chapter 6
Numerical Results
6.1 Comparison Analysis
First the simulation was ran as a single period model to calibrate and confirm
[Yuan, 2017]’s’ results. Using the same base model, code was added to convert
it into a multi-period model and run the same simulation and perform the same
analysis as [Yuan, 2017] as a comparison. A record was kept to look at the average
number of time periods each policy took until it recovered as well as the maximum
number of time periods each policy took before recovering.
Using the same base case as presented in [Yuan, 2017]: medium skewness de-
mand pattern (s = 0.045, β = 1.0345), expected total demand of 2000 items per time
period, picking capacity set at 370 units per time period per zone (for 90% resource
utilization), n = 100 inventory profiles with m = 100 demand realizations for a total
of 10000 simulations for each policy.
Following from [Yuan, 2017], solving the max flow problem a solution was
obtained for the single and multi-period unfulfilled demand Upk l for the inventory
profile Apk with the demand realization Dl for each stowage policy p. Next will be
16
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to compare each stowage policy’s average unfulfilled demand
µp =
∑
k
∑
lU
p
k l
n ∗m
with standard deviation of the unfulfilled demand under each inventory profile
k for each stowage policy p
σpk =
√∑
l(U
p
k l −
∑
lU
p
k l
m )
2
m
.
Next will be to compare the analysis of the variability of the unfulfilled demand
produced and the average standard deviation for each stowage policy p
vp =
∑
k σ
p
k
n
The results of the simulation have the same relative performance and ordering
as in [Yuan, 2017] with policy 4 and 5 are the top single period performers. The
value differences are likely the result of using different methods to solve the max
flow problem, different coding libraries, and methods to improve simulation run-
time. In the multi-period model, Policy 4 did not hold up well while policy 5
performs comparably to policy 7. Policy 8 is the top performer with the smallest
average standard variation. This paper also looked at the average number of time
periods, as well as the maximum number of time periods, each policy took to
self-correct. Given that the previous time period was unable to fulfill its demand,
policy 8 performed the best being able to self-correct, on average, within 2 time
periods with a maximum correction time of 16 time periods.
18
Figure 6.1: µp and vp Represented as Percentage of the Expected Total Demand
6.2 Sensitivity Analysis
The same sensitivity analysis as presented in [Yuan, 2017] with the single period
results of the simulation will be used to compare with the multi-period results. This
paper will also perform a basic validation and verification procedure by looking
at variations in resource utilization, demand skewness, and inventory levels to see
how they perform under unfavorable scenarios.
Sensitivity Analysis on Resource Utilization level.
The demand pattern parameters for medium skewness are as follows, s =
0.0450, β = 1.0345, with resource utilization levels of 85% (picking capacity ≈
2000/0.85), 90% (picking capacity ≈ 2000/0.90), 95% (picking capacity ≈ 2000/0.95),
99% (picking capacity ≈ 2000/0.99). Then the average unfilled demand in Figure
6.2 for each of the four resource utilization levels. The results in [Yuan, 2017] are
confirmed that as resource utilization increases in the single period model, all poli-
cies perform worse with the best policies being policy 4 and 5. In the multi-period
model, all policies perform worse as expected with policy 8 (dynamic balance)
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performing the best in all cases. It is also noted that at 99% resource utilization,
none of the policies were able to handle the demand nor were able to self-correct.
Figure 6.2: µp for Different Resource Utilization Levels
Sensitivity Analysis on Demand Skewness
Next each policy will be tested under low (s = 0.0330, β = 2.5700), medium
(s = 0.0450, β = 1.0345), high (s = 0.0600, β = 0.3074) and ultra-high (s = 0.0805, β =
0.0535) demand skewness using a 90% resource utilization (picking capacity=370).
We also report the average unfilled demand in Figure 6.3 for each demand pattern,
first confirming [Yuan, 2017]’s’ results and then comparing to the multi-period
model. It’s confirmed that the demand skewness has little effect on policy perfor-
mance with policies 4 and 5 performing the best in the single period model and
policy 8 performing the best in the multi-period model.
Sensitivity Analysis on Inventory Level
Finally, testing the change in inventory level distribution for each item and how
that might affect each policy. As in [Yuan, 2017], this paper also assumes that each
item has an inventory equal to x times its mean demand where x is assumed to
be uniformly distributed in the range of [u1,u2] with medium skewness for the
20
Figure 6.3: µp for Different Demand Skewness
demand with a resource utilization level of 90%. It is observed that change in
inventory level had minor effect on the multi-period model. It is noted that in
the single period model, policies 4 and 5 are the top performers, while policy 8
performs the best in the multi-period model.
Figure 6.4: µp for Inventory Level Uniformly Distributed Over the Demand Mean
Chapter 7
Conclusion
Using a simulation study, the goal was to peer review, confirm the results of
[Yuan, 2017] and extend it to a multi-period model. The simulation had the same
relative performance and ordering, though the values differ slightly. It was hy-
pothesized that these differences are due to using different methods and coding
libraries. It was shown that despite policies 4 and 5 performing the best in the sin-
gle period model, it was policy 8 that extended the best to the multi-period model.
Policy 8 allocates new resources based on storage areas that have the least demand
velocity which allows each facility to have on average equal resource utilization
across all zones. This, therefore, allows each storage zone to operate relatively
equally at any utilization level. Policy 8 is then able to compensate for past un-
filled items better whereas the other policies will have storage zones that are being
underutilized more often. The simulation did not show that any of these policies
perform well in a multi-period setting above 95% resource utilization. Since this is
the case, it is recommend to increase the picking capacity for each zone such that
the resource utilization is reduced to 95% or lower. This may be achieved by intro-
ducing over-time hours, additional workers, or other methods depending on the
frequency and duration of such events. The simulation was run on an AMD-Ryzen
7 1700X 3.4GHz 8-core Processor with 16GB DDR4 RAM and used only 52% of the
21
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CPU and 380 megabytes of RAM. Each policy was run as its own process for 10,000
simulations which took on average 11-12 hours.
Chapter 8
Appendix: Simulation Code
This first file is the policy class file. The aim of this file is to encapsulate the policies
away from the rest of the simulation to make error finding easier as well as being
able to execute each policy separately if needed to validate and verify that they
work properly.
In the simulation class file, most of the hard-work is performed. This file is
organized in such away that it allows for each policy to be ran on a separate
process. The main function requires the most computational time and can be
looked into further to optimize run-time. It is suggested that rewriting the linprog
solver could lead to quicker run-time.
Lastly the runner file is what sets up the initial parameters, processes, records
run-time, along with anything else that may want to be included for analysis.
Given more time, this would be turned into a proper user interface.
It is noted that in the inventory level portion part of the sensitivity analysis
code, python’s int function rounds the same as the floor function.
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1   import numpy as np
2   import random
3   import math as m
4   
5   class Policy:
6   #Initiate the main global variables to store information
7   ##Inputs:
8   #policy_number (int): The policy being requested
9   #inventory (array): ordered array containing how many of each item is to be sorted
10   #demand_avg (array): ordered array containing the aggregate demand for each item
11   def __init__(self,policy_number,inventory,demand_avg):
12   self.inventory = inventory
13   self.demand_avg = demand_avg
14   self.policy_number = policy_number
15   
16   ##Start sorting using the correct policy
17   def run(self):
18   if self.policy_number == 1: return self.policy1()
19   elif self.policy_number == 2: return self.policy2()
20   elif self.policy_number == 3: return self.policy3()
21   elif self.policy_number == 4: return self.policy4()
22   elif self.policy_number == 5: return self.policy5()
23   elif self.policy_number == 6: return self.policy6()
24   elif self.policy_number == 7: return self.policy7()
25   elif self.policy_number == 8: return self.policy8()
26   else: print("Error: Wrong Input. Expected a integer policy number.")
27   
28   #No Chain
29   #For each item a storage zone is randomly selected
30   #The entire inventory of the item is stowed to the zone.
31   #Outputs:
32   ## A (array): Inventory profile as a matrix where rows are item index and columns 
are zones
33   def policy1(self):
34   A = np.zeros(shape=(100,6)) # Create empty storage matrix
35   for i in range(0,self.inventory.size):
36   j = int(random.uniform(0, 6))
37   A[i][j] = self.inventory[i]
38   return A
39   
40   #3 short chains
41   #Each item has a likelihood of 1/3 to be stowed to
42   #Zone 1,2 ; Zone 3,4 ; Zone 5,6
43   #Furthermore, the inventory is divided in half per Zone pair
44   #Outputs:
45   ## A (array): Inventory profiles a matrix where rows are item index and columns are 
zones
46   def policy2(self):
47   A = np.zeros(shape=(100,6)) # Create empty storage matrix
48   for i in range(0,self.inventory.size):
49   prob = int(random.uniform(0,3))
50   if prob == 0:
51   A[i][0] = m.ceil(self.inventory[i]/2.)
52   A[i][1] = m.floor(self.inventory[i]/2.)
53   if prob == 1:
54   A[i][2] = m.ceil(self.inventory[i]/2.)
55   A[i][3] = m.floor(self.inventory[i]/2.)
56   if prob == 2:
57   A[i][4] = m.ceil(self.inventory[i]/2.)
58   A[i][5] = m.floor(self.inventory[i]/2.)
59   return A
60   
61   
62   
63   
64   
65   
66   
67   
68   #2 Short Chains
69   #Each item has a likelihood of 1/2 to be stowed to
70   #Zone 1/2/3 ; Zone 4/5/6
71   #Furthermore the inventory is divided in half and randomly
72   #stored in 2 of the 3 zones
73   #Outputs:
74   ## A (array): Inventory profile as a matrix where rows are item index and columns 
are zones
75   def policy3(self):
76   A = np.zeros(shape=(100,6)) # Create empty storage matrix
77   for i in range(0,self.inventory.size):
78   prob1 = int(random.uniform(0,2))
79   prob2 = int(random.uniform(0,3))
80   if prob1 == 0:
81   if prob2 == 0:
82   A[i][0] = m.ceil(self.inventory[i]/2.)
83   A[i][1] = m.floor(self.inventory[i]/2.)
84   if prob2 == 1:
85   A[i][1] = m.ceil(self.inventory[i]/2.)
86   A[i][2] = m.floor(self.inventory[i]/2.)
87   if prob2 == 2:
88   A[i][0] = m.ceil(self.inventory[i]/2.)
89   A[i][2] = m.floor(self.inventory[i]/2.)
90   if prob1 == 1:
91   if prob2 == 0:
92   A[i][3] = m.ceil(self.inventory[i]/2.)
93   A[i][4] = m.floor(self.inventory[i]/2.)
94   if prob2 == 1:
95   A[i][4] = m.ceil(self.inventory[i]/2.)
96   A[i][5] = m.floor(self.inventory[i]/2.)
97   if prob2 == 2:
98   A[i][3] = m.ceil(self.inventory[i]/2.)
99   A[i][5] = m.floor(self.inventory[i]/2.)
100   return A
101   
102   #Full Chain
103   #Each item has a likelihood of 1/6 to be stowed to
104   #Zone 1/2 ; Zone 2/3 ; Zone 3/4 ; Zone 4/5; Zone 5/6 ; Zone 6/1
105   #Furthermore the inventory is divided in half and stored in each zone
106   #Outputs:
107   ## A (array): Inventory profile as a matrix where rows are item index and columns 
are zones
108   def policy4(self):
109   A = np.zeros(shape=(100,6)) # Create empty storage matrix
110   for i in range(0,self.inventory.size):
111   prob = int(random.uniform(0,6))
112   if prob == 0:
113   A[i][0] = m.ceil(self.inventory[i]/2.)
114   A[i][1] = m.floor(self.inventory[i]/2.)
115   if prob == 1:
116   A[i][1] = m.ceil(self.inventory[i]/2.)
117   A[i][2] = m.floor(self.inventory[i]/2.)
118   if prob == 2:
119   A[i][2] = m.ceil(self.inventory[i]/2.)
120   A[i][3] = m.floor(self.inventory[i]/2.)
121   if prob == 3:
122   A[i][3] = m.ceil(self.inventory[i]/2.)
123   A[i][4] = m.floor(self.inventory[i]/2.)
124   if prob == 4:
125   A[i][4] = m.ceil(self.inventory[i]/2.)
126   A[i][5] = m.floor(self.inventory[i]/2.)
127   if prob == 5:
128   A[i][5] = m.ceil(self.inventory[i]/2.)
129   A[i][0] = m.floor(self.inventory[i]/2.)
130   return A
131   
132   
133   #Random Pairs
134   #Each item is stowed in a pair of zones that are randomly chosen
135   #Each pair is equally likely to be chosen.
136   #Furthermore the inventory is divided into half for each zone
137   #Outputs:
138   ## A (array): Inventory profile as a matrix where rows are item index and columns 
are zones
139   def policy5(self):
140   A = np.zeros(shape=(100,6)) # Create empty storage matrix
141   for i in range(0,self.inventory.size):
142   rZone1 = int(random.uniform(0,6))
143   rZone2 = int(random.uniform(0,6))
144   while rZone2 == rZone1:
145   rZone2 = int(random.uniform(0,6))
146   A[i][rZone1] = m.ceil(self.inventory[i]/2.)
147   A[i][rZone2] = m.floor(self.inventory[i]/2.)
148   return A
149   
150   #Mixed
151   #Items are divided into two categories randomly
152   #Category 1 has 80% of the items and each of the items
153   #           are stowed according to policy 1
154   #Category 2 has 20% of the items and each item are stowed
155   #           according to policy 5
156   #Outputs:
157   ## A (array): Inventory profile as a matrix where rows are item index and columns 
are zones
158   ##Additional Notes:
159   #There are 100 items.  For this policy we randomly pick 20 of these items and stow 
all of the 
160   #units for these items according to policy 5.  For the remaining 80 items, the 
inventory 
161   #associated with these items is stowed using policy 1.
162   def policy6(self):
163   cat1 = np.zeros(100)
164   cat2 = np.zeros(100)
165   index_set = np.array([i for i in range(0,100)])
166   random.shuffle(index_set)
167   temp = self.inventory
168   for i in range(0,20):
169   cat2[index_set[i]] = self.inventory[index_set[i]]
170   cat1 = self.inventory - cat2
171   self.inventory = cat1
172   A1 = self.policy1()
173   self.inventory = cat2
174   A2 = self.policy5()
175   self.inventory = temp
176   return A1+A2
177   
178   
179   
180   
181   
182   
183   
184   
185   
186   
187   
188   
189   
190   
191   
192   
193   
194   #Mixed smart
195   #The items are first ranked according to their demand rates
196   #The items are then divided into two categories
197   #80% of the items with lowest demand rates are stowed by policy 1
198   #20% of the items with the highest demand rates are stowed by policy 5
199   #Since demand rate directly varies with index number the first 80 items
200   #are stored via policy 1 and the last 20 are stored with policy 5
201   #Outputs:
202   ## A (array): Inventory profile as a matrix where rows are item index and columns 
are zones
203   ##Additional Notes:
204   #we pick the 20 items based on their demand rate. Ie, the highest demand rates.
205   def policy7(self):
206   cat1 = np.zeros(100)
207   cat2 = np.zeros(100)
208   temp = self.inventory
209   #Since the demand rate follows exponential we can assume the first 80 items 
have the
210   #the least demand
211   for i in range(80,99):
212   cat2[i] = self.inventory[i]
213   cat1 = self.inventory - cat2
214   self.inventory = cat1
215   A1 = self.policy1()
216   self.inventory = cat2
217   A2 = self.policy5()
218   self.inventory = temp
219   return A1+A2
220   
221   #Dynamic balance
222   #Items are first randomly sequenced and then stowed
223   #sequentially according to this sequence.
224   #For each item we select the storage zone that has the smallest
225   #aggregate demand rate and stow the entire inventory of the
226   #item to this zone.
227   #Outputs:
228   ## A (array): Inventory profile as a matrix where rows are item index and columns 
are zones
229   def policy8(self):
230   A = np.zeros(shape=(100,6)) # Create empty storage matrix
231   #Store the zone velocities
232   zone_velocity = np.zeros(6)
233   #create array to store item index to randomize order
234   item_index = np.array([i for i in range(0,100)])
235   #shuffle all numbers in array
236   np.random.shuffle(item_index)
237   #assign items to zones based min velocity and randomized item order.
238   for i in item_index:
239   index_min = np.argmin(zone_velocity)
240   A[i][index_min] = self.inventory[i]
241   zone_velocity[index_min] = zone_velocity[index_min] + self.demand_avg[i]
242   return A
1   import numpy as np
2   import math as m
3   import random
4   from scipy.optimize import linprog
5   from policy import Policy
6   from numpy import copy
7   
8   class Simulation:
9   #Initiate the main global variables to store information
10   ##Inputs:
11   # file_title (str): Title of the text file you want to output data to
12   # beta_param (float): The beta parameter for the demand rate function
13   # shape_param (float): the same parameter for the demand rate function
14   # K (int): The number of inventory profiles we want per policy
15   # L (int): The number of demand realizations we want per policy
16   # level (tuple): the scalar levels to regulate how much of each item we are 
ordering to stock
17   # profile_report (bool): determine if you want to output each profile's result in a 
different file 
18   def __init__(self,file_title,beta_param,shape_param,K,L,level,picking_cap = 2220):
19   self.file_title = file_title
20   self.beta_param = beta_param ; self.shape_param = shape_param
21   self.K = K ;self.L = L
22   self.demand_avg = np.array([(m.ceil(beta_param*m.e**(i*shape_param))) for i in
range(0,100)]) #average demand rate of each item
23   self.level = np.array([random.uniform(level[0],level[1]) for i in
range(0,100)]) # The scalar array for the demand rate
24   self.inventory = (np.array([int(round(self.level[i],0))*self.demand_avg[i] for
i in range(0,100)])) # initialize the inventory to store
25   self.picking_cap = int(picking_cap/6.) #max amount of items that can be picked 
per zone
26   self.demand = [[] for i in range(0,self.L)] # array of demand realizations
27   self.profiles = [[] for i in range(0,8)] # array of inventory profiles
28   self.create_demand_profile() #Create the L demand profiles
29   self.create_inventory_profiles() #Create the K inventory profiles
30   ##Write data to text file
31   ##Inputs:
32   # file_title (str): name of file
33   # data (array): list of data to write to file    
34   def write_to_file(self,file_title,data):
35   with open(file_title, 'a') as f:
36   for item in data:
37   f.write("{},".format(item))
38   f.write('\n')
39   f.close()
40   #Create the K inventory profiles
41   def create_inventory_profiles(self):
42   for j in range(0,8):
43   self.profiles[j] =
np.array([Policy(j+1,self.inventory,self.demand_avg).run() for i in
range(0,self.K)])
44   #############Randomly create a demand realization##################
45   ##Follows a Poisson distribution
46   ##Creates the demand profiles
47   def create_demand_profile(self):
48   for j in range(0,int(self.L)):
49   demand = [[] for k in range(0,100)]
50   for i in range(0,100):
51   demand[i] = np.hstack(np.random.poisson(lam=(self.demand_avg[i]),
size=(1, 1)))
52   self.demand[j] = np.hstack(demand)
53   ############Max Flow Problem###############
54   #Determines how much of item " i " is picked from zone " j "
55   #Inputs:
56   ## inventory_profile (array):  A matrix representing the inventory profile to analyze
57   ## demand_realization (array):  demand realization value for item " i "
58   #Outputs:
59   ## p_order (array): The result matrix for picking order
60   def max_flow(self,inventory_profile,demand_realization):
61   p_order = np.zeros(shape=(100,6)) # Vector to hold solution to max flow problem
62   ###Constraints###    
63   #Since we are flattening the function we are maximizing, to prevent loss of
64   #information, we will store the structural data in the constraints by
65   #representing our constraints in matrix form.
66   #Since our function is now a 600 variable problem we will need 600 columns, 
67   #one of each variable.  The first 100 rows will store demand information and the 
68   #last 6 rows will store picking capacity information.
69   A_ub = np.zeros(shape=(106,600))
70   k = 0
71   #First demand constraint information
72   for i in range(0,100):
73   for j in range(0+k,6+k):
74   #Because of how the linprog function desires its inputs,
75   #we place a 1 in each position that is non zero
76   A_ub[i][j] = 1.
77   #each demand constraint only constraints 1 item across 6 zones
78   #so each of the first 100 rows only stores 6 zones of information
79   #we move to the next item
80   k = k + 6
81   k = 0
82   #Second picking capacity constraint information
83   for i in range(100,106):
84   for j in range(0,100):
85   #Each row here represents one zone and stores 100 items information
86   A_ub[i][j*6+k] = 1.
87   #We move to the next zone
88   k = k + 1
89   #Construct the vectorized constraints
90   b_ub = np.zeros(106)
91   for i in range(0,106):
92   if i < 100:
93   #The first 100 entries is the amount of items demanded
94   b_ub[i] = demand_realization[i]
95   else:
96   #The last 6 entries is the zone picking capacity 
97   #Picking capacity of every zone is the same, 370 items per time period
98   b_ub[i] = self.picking_cap
99   bnds = list()
100   for i in range(0,100):
101   for j in range(0,6):
102   bnds.append((0,inventory_profile[i][j]))
103   c = np.ones(600)
104   res = linprog(-1.0*c, A_ub=A_ub, b_ub=b_ub, bounds=bnds,
105   options={"disp": False})
106   for i in range(100):
107   for j in range(0,6):
108   p_order[i][j] = res.x[i*6+j]
109   return p_order
110   def reOrder(self,pick_matrix):
111   items = np.zeros(100)
112   for i in range(0,100):
113   items[i] = sum(pick_matrix[i])
114   return items
115   ##A function to store our main simulation engine formatted to allow multi 
processing on it
116   ##Inputs:
117   #policy_number = which policy we are testing
118   #profiles = the demand profiles to test against the policy
119   ##Outputs:
120   #writes to text document formatted results
121   #--policy #
122   #--unfilled as a percentage of expected total demand
123   #--standard deviation as a percentage of expected total demand
124   def main(self,policy_number, multi_period = False):
125   unfilled_per_profile = []; stan_dev_profile = []; data_array = []
126   ##Loop through the inventory profiles##
127   for k in range(0,self.K):
128   unfilled_per_realization = []
129   demand_copy = self.demand.copy() #Reset demand realizations between 
inventory profiles
130   ##Loop through the demand realizations##
131   for l in range(0,self.L):
132   #Figure out how much we are picking and from where
133   p_order = self.max_flow(self.profiles[policy_number-1][k],demand_copy[l])
134   #sort restock based on the same policy
135   ########################MultiPeriod 
Code########################################################
136   if multi_period == True:
137   reorder = self.reOrder(p_order) #Make array of items to re-order 
based on inventory lost this period
138   restock = Policy(policy_number,reorder,self.demand_avg).run()
#determine how restock will be sorted based on our policy
139   self.profiles[policy_number-1][k] =
self.profiles[policy_number-1][k] - p_order + restock #update 
inventory profile with stocked items
140   
#########################################################################
#######################
141   #Figure out which total amount of items we are picking
142   total_picked = np.sum(p_order)
143   #calculate how many items were demanded minus how many items were picked
144   #to get how many requested items we could not fill.
145   unfilled = np.sum(demand_copy[l])-total_picked
146   ##Total amount of unfilled in this realization stored in an array###
147   unfilled_per_realization.append(unfilled)
148   ########################MultiPeriod 
Code########################################################
149   if multi_period == True:
150   if l == self.L-1: pass #if there is no next demand realization, do 
nothing
151   else: demand_copy[l+1] = demand_copy[l+1] + demand_copy[l] -
reorder; #Push unfilled items into next demand realization
152   self.write_to_file(self.file_title + '_policy_' +
str(policy_number) + '.txt',[l,unfilled])
153   
#########################################################################
#######################   
154   ##Total amount of unfilled items in this inventory profile per realization###
155   unfil_sum = np.sum(unfilled_per_realization)
156   unfilled_per_profile.append(unfil_sum)
157   ##Standard deviation for this specific profile
158   stadev_sum = np.std(unfilled_per_realization,dtype=np.float64)
159   stan_dev_profile.append(stadev_sum)
160   #If we need to track data every 100 simulations
161   #self.write_to_file(self.file_title + '_profile_info' + 
'.txt',[policy_number,k,unfil_sum,stadev_sum])  
162   ##Average total amount of unfilled items across all inventory profiles and 
realizations##
163   mu_p = np.sum(unfilled_per_profile)/(self.K*self.L)
164   ##Average standard deviation
165   v_p = np.sum(stan_dev_profile)/self.K
166   ##Store Data##
167   #Communicate that a process was completed
168   #Output policy number, average unfilled as percent of total expected, average 
standard deviation as percent of totale expected
169   data_array= [policy_number ,str(round(mu_p/2000*100.,2)),
str(round(v_p/2000*100.,2))]
170   self.write_to_file(self.file_title + '.txt',data_array)
171   
172   
1   from simulation import Simulation
2   import numpy as np
3   from multiprocessing import Process
4   import time
5   
6   if __name__ == "__main__":
7   t0 = time.time() #Keep Track of how long the simulation takes
8   prompt_user = True #Ask user for correct inputs to determine the type of simulation 
desired
9   while prompt_user == True: #Create a basic menu
10   sim_type = int(input("Which simulation would you like to conduct? \n Enter: (1) 
for Single Period. \n Enter: (2) for Multi Period. \n Selection:"))
11   if sim_type == 1: multi_period = False; prompt_user = False
12   elif sim_type == 2: multi_period = True; prompt_user = False
13   else: print("Input not valid, try again.") #If user does not understand the 
question, ask again.
14   table = int(input("What table do you wish to construct? "))
15   K = int(input("How many inventory profiles should I make? ")) #number of inventory 
profiles
16   L = int(input("How many demand realizations should I run? ")) #number of demand 
realizations 
17   if table == 2: #Create table 2 data 
18   #Initiate table 2 parameters
19   beta_param = 1.0345; shape_param = 0.0450; file_title = 'Sim_Table2'; level =
np.array([4,4]); N = 1; processess = []
20   simulation = Simulation(file_title,beta_param,shape_param,K,L,level) #Create a 
simulation instance
21   #Send each policy to its own process to run concurrently to reduce computation 
time by a factor of 8
22   proc1 = Process(target=simulation.main, args=(1,multi_period))
23   proc2 = Process(target=simulation.main, args=(2,multi_period))
24   proc3 = Process(target=simulation.main, args=(3,multi_period))
25   proc4 = Process(target=simulation.main, args=(4,multi_period))
26   proc5 = Process(target=simulation.main, args=(5,multi_period))
27   proc6 = Process(target=simulation.main, args=(6,multi_period))
28   proc7 = Process(target=simulation.main, args=(7,multi_period))
29   proc8 = Process(target=simulation.main, args=(8,multi_period))
30   #Start each process
31   proc1.start(); proc2.start(); proc3.start(); proc4.start()
32   proc5.start(); proc6.start(); proc7.start(); proc8.start()
33   time.sleep(2) #add a lag time of 2 seconds to allow policy 8 to start before we 
"wait" for each policy to finish
34   proc1.join(); proc2.join(); proc3.join(); proc4.join()
35   proc5.join(); proc6.join(); proc7.join(); proc8.join()
36   elif table == 3: #Create table 3 data
37   #Initiate table 3 parameters
38   beta_param = 1.0345; shape_param = 0.0450; list = ['_85','_90','_95','_99'];
level = np.array([4,4])
39   picking_capacity = [2000.0/0.85,2000.0/0.90,2000.0/0.95,2000.0/0.99]; N = 4
40   j = int(input("Enter Selection:\n 1) 85% Capacity \n 2) 90% Capacity \n 3) 95% 
Capacity \n 4) 99% Capacity \n : "))-1
41   file_title = 'Sim_Table3' + list[j]
42   simulation =
Simulation(file_title,beta_param,shape_param,K,L,level,int(picking_capacity[j]))
#Create a simulation instance
43   #Send each policy to its own process to run concurrently to reduce computation 
time by a factor of 8
44   proc1 = Process(target=simulation.main, args=(1,multi_period))
45   proc2 = Process(target=simulation.main, args=(2,multi_period))
46   proc3 = Process(target=simulation.main, args=(3,multi_period))
47   proc4 = Process(target=simulation.main, args=(4,multi_period))
48   proc5 = Process(target=simulation.main, args=(5,multi_period))
49   proc6 = Process(target=simulation.main, args=(6,multi_period))
50   proc7 = Process(target=simulation.main, args=(7,multi_period))
51   proc8 = Process(target=simulation.main, args=(8,multi_period))
52   #Start each process
53   proc1.start(); proc2.start(); proc3.start(); proc4.start()
54   proc5.start(); proc6.start(); proc7.start(); proc8.start()
55   time.sleep(2) #add a lag time of 2 seconds to allow policy 8 to start before we 
"wait" for each policy to finish
56   proc1.join(); proc2.join(); proc3.join(); proc4.join()
57   proc5.join(); proc6.join(); proc7.join(); proc8.join()
58   elif table == 4: #Create table 4 data
59   #Initiate table 4 parameters
60   beta=np.array([0.0535, 0.3074, 1.0345, 2.5700]); shape=np.array([0.0805,
0.0600, 0.0450, 0.0330])
61   list = ['_ultra','_high','_med','_low']; level = np.array([4,4])
62   j = int(input("Enter Selection:\n 1) Ultra Skewed \n 2) High Skewed \n 3) 
Medium Skewed \n 4) Low Skewed \n : "))-1
63   file_title = 'Sim_Table4' + list[j]; beta_param = beta[j]; shape_param =
shape[j]; N = 4
64   simulation = Simulation(file_title,beta_param,shape_param,K,L,level)#Create a 
simulation instance
65   #Send each policy to its own process to run concurrently to reduce computation 
time by a factor of 8
66   proc1 = Process(target=simulation.main, args=(1,multi_period))
67   proc2 = Process(target=simulation.main, args=(2,multi_period))
68   proc3 = Process(target=simulation.main, args=(3,multi_period))
69   proc4 = Process(target=simulation.main, args=(4,multi_period))
70   proc5 = Process(target=simulation.main, args=(5,multi_period))
71   proc6 = Process(target=simulation.main, args=(6,multi_period))
72   proc7 = Process(target=simulation.main, args=(7,multi_period))
73   proc8 = Process(target=simulation.main, args=(8,multi_period))
74   #Start each process
75   proc1.start(); proc2.start(); proc3.start(); proc4.start()
76   proc5.start(); proc6.start(); proc7.start(); proc8.start()
77   time.sleep(2) #add a lag time of 2 seconds to allow policy 8 to start before we 
"wait" for each policy to finish
78   proc1.join(); proc2.join(); proc3.join(); proc4.join()
79   proc5.join(); proc6.join(); proc7.join(); proc8.join()
80   elif table == 5: #Create table 5 data
81   #Initiate table 5 data
82   beta_param = 1.0345; shape_param = 0.0450; levels =
[np.array([4,4]),np.array([3,6]),np.array([2,7]),np.array([1,8])]
83   list = ['_4','_3_5','_2_6','_1_7']; N = 4
84   j = int(input("Enter Selection:\n 1) Level Range: [4,4] \n 2) Level Range: 
[3,5] \n 3) Level Range: [2,6] \n 4) Level Range: [1,7] \n : "))-1
85   file_title = 'Sim_Table5' + list[j]
86   level = levels[j]
87   simulation = Simulation(file_title,beta_param,shape_param,K,L,level) #Create a 
simulation instance
88   #Send each policy to its own process to run concurrently to reduce computation 
time by a factor of 8
89   proc1 = Process(target=simulation.main, args=(1,multi_period))
90   proc2 = Process(target=simulation.main, args=(2,multi_period))
91   proc3 = Process(target=simulation.main, args=(3,multi_period))
92   proc4 = Process(target=simulation.main, args=(4,multi_period))
93   proc5 = Process(target=simulation.main, args=(5,multi_period))
94   proc6 = Process(target=simulation.main, args=(6,multi_period))
95   proc7 = Process(target=simulation.main, args=(7,multi_period))
96   proc8 = Process(target=simulation.main, args=(8,multi_period))
97   #Start each process
98   proc1.start(); proc2.start(); proc3.start(); proc4.start()
99   proc5.start(); proc6.start(); proc7.start(); proc8.start()
100   time.sleep(2)#add a lag time of 2 seconds to allow policy 8 to start before we 
"wait" for each policy to finish
101   proc1.join(); proc2.join(); proc3.join(); proc4.join()
102   proc5.join(); proc6.join(); proc7.join(); proc8.join()
103   t1 = time.time()
104   #Report simulation statistics
105   print("Completed " , simulation.K*simulation.L*N , " simulations in ", t1-t0, " 
seconds.")
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